
Routes to Domaine de la Gagère 
 

Here we give some tips for travelling to La Gagère from: 

(a) the Channel ports (e.g. Calais) 

(b) northern Europe (e.g. Scandinavia) 

(c) southern Europe 

 

But first: if you’re using a SatNav system, you can type in France – Luzy – La Gagere (or Domaine de la 

Gagere). This brings you to our Reception building! Note that there is also a Luzy-sur-Marne; ‘our’ 

Luzy is 58170 Luzy, Nièvre. 

The coordinates in degrees – minutes – seconds are: 

North: N 46º 49’ 00” and East:  E 04º  03’ 22” (use signs º and ‘) 

In decimals: 

North: N 46.81682º and East: E 04.05626º 

 

(a) From the Channel ports 

From Calais you can take the A26 via Reims and Troye, then the D671/971 to Dijon. See the next 

section (b) for the route around and from Dijon. 

From other places it’s difficult to avoid Paris, but after Paris for a quieter route you can travel via 

Nevers. You can choose to avoid Paris by travelling from Rouen via Chartres (A13, N154, A19, A77) to 

Nevers. 

• Near Versailles, take the A86 and then the A6b and the A6 to reach the A77, signposted 

Nevers. 

• Near Nevers take Exit 36, D978 dir. Rouy, Châtillon and then almost immediately (500 

metres) the D981 dir. Decize, Fours, Luzy.  

(You can also stay on the D981: a beautiful route passing Château Chinon. This brings you to 

Autun. Then see Route (b) below.) 

• Approaching Luzy, follow the green signs for Autun. You get on the D981 towards Autun.  

• The turn-off for La Gagère is on your right 5.3 km from the end of Luzy (there is a Lidl 

supermarket at the end of the village), clearly signposted with the ‘campsite’ board 

• The lane winds for 3.3 km and leads directly to the campsite Reception 

 

(b) From northern Europe 

 

Via Belgium or Germany you get to Luxemburg. You’re then on, or you join, the A31 (Autoroute du 

soleil).  

• Keep on the A31 (allow extra time for traffic jams upon leaving Luxemburg: it’s a busy stretch 

of road) 

• Take Exit 5 Til-Chàtel 

• Travel in the direction of Dijon 

• In Dijon cross four roundabouts (keep straight on, therefore) 

• Blue sign dir. Paris (to the right) 

• This is a kind of inner circular road for Dijon 

• Carry straight on and keep strictly following the signs for Paris 

• Sign Paris to the right; you come onto a stretch of motorway (A38) 

• Take Exit 24 (near Pouilly), just before the toll post 

• At the end of the exit road, turn left for Autun (D981) 

• In Arnay le Duc, first left and then right still following the signs for Autun (D981) 

• In Autun turn right at the traffic lights, dir. Moulins and Nevers 

• Following the Moulins signs, you pass the station and under the railway viaduct 



• At the roundabout, third exit,  D681 , follow the sign Luzy 

• Follow Luzy at the major junction 

• From there it’s about 17 km to the turn-off for La Gagère 

• This is clearly signposted (with the ‘campsite’ sign and a large sign LA GAGERE) 

• Good landmarks are the Aire de la Pierre St Maurice, opposite the Restaurant L’Ecole 

Buisonnaire; these are 600 metres before the turn-off 

• Follow the lane for 3.3 km and you arrive at the La Gagère Reception  

 

(c) From the south 

 

Whichever route you’re taking, aim for Luzy, which lies between Moulins and Autun.  

• Approaching Luzy, follow the green signs for Autun. You get on the D981 towards Autun.  

• The turn-off for La Gagère is on your right 5.3 km from the end of Luzy (there is a Lidl 

supermarket at the end of the village), clearly signposted with the ‘campsite’ board 

• The lane winds for 3.3 km and leads directly to the campsite Reception 

 

 

 

 

 


